Colonic obstruction following percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy placement

A 64-year old man with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease was admitted via the emergency clinic with respiratory failure. He was intubated and hospitalized in the intensive care unit. Because of difficulty weaning him from mechanical ventilation, a tracheostomy was performed. On the 20th day of hospitalization, a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube was inserted. Enteral feeding was initiated, but abdominal distention and vomiting occurred almost immediately. The PEG tube was found to be intact on an endoscopic examination, but abdominal computed tomography (CT) demonstrated that the PEG tube was pulling both the anterior wall of the stomach and the transverse colon up against the abdominal wall (**Fig. 1**). A laparotomy was performed, which showed that the total colonic obstruction was caused by the walls of the colon being pressed against each other because the PEG tube was passing through the lumen of the transverse colon. The tube was detached, and a primary repair and percutaneous jejunal tube insertion were performed. The patient died on the 5th day after surgery as a result of septicemia. Although PEG is a relatively safe procedure, serious complications may occur during or after tube insertion and removal, most of which are related to the comorbidities of the patient. Colonic perforation, gastrocolonic or colocutaneous fistula, and misplacement or migration of the PEG tube have all been recognized as rare but major complications [1–3], which may occur soon after insertion or later, even years afterwards. Bowel obstruction resulting from incorrect tube removal has also been reported [4]. To our knowledge, this case with total occlusion of the colon due to a PEG is unique. The risk of mistakenly inserting the needle into the colon during PEG placement is increased particularly when there is a megacolon, subphrenic transposition of the colon, or a history of previous abdominal surgery [2]; however, none of these risk factors were present in our case. In most cases, tubes that have migrated into the colon can be removed without the need for surgery. When a fistula is identified, conservative treatment and close monitoring of the patient may be sufficient to allow healing. However, in other cases, such as this one, surgery may be mandatory.
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